
ACCESSORIES OLIVIN
The small tent with big possibilities

We want our Nordic tipis to be as flexible as possible. That is why you can choose to supplement the tent 
with the different types of inner tents, floor and rain roofs that will best fit your needs.

Olivin 2 cp with 
Rain roof cp.
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Inner tent and Half inner tent
An inner tent with integrated floor is included with Olivin 2 Combi 
but can be bought as an accessory for any Olivin model. A half 
inner tent is also available as an accessory. An inner tent offers 
more reliable protection against insects. It prevents condensation 
and has a sturdy floor that withstands ground dampness, a 
common problem in lightweight tents. It has ventilation openings 
fitted with mosquito nets for improved natural ventilation. 
An inner tent can also be pitched without the tent, when only 
insect protection is needed. Note, it is not possible to have a 
fire or stove in the Olivin inner tents.

Floor
The floor is designed to make it possible to remove or fold away 
the part nearest the door to avoid having dirty shoes and crumbs 
on the tent floor. It is made of a carefully chosen standard  
material of Comfort class. When a microstove or open fire is 
used in Olivin 2 cp, the floor must be folded away.

Rain roof
With the roof attached to the accessory sleeve, it provides rain 
protection over the entrance. The rain roof can be put up using 
one or two hiking sticks (not included).

Accessories

Accessories Olivin Inner tent Half inner tent Floor Rain roof cp Rain roof light

Weight (g) 1,500 900 670 765 350

Weight without pegs (g) — — — 705 290

Size when packed (cm) 40x20 27x18 32x12 32x12 27x11

Article number 30102 30108 30106 30107 30103

Olivin 2 light with 
Half inner tent.
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